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Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia (BHS) is known to be the definitive edition of the Hebrew Bible. It is

widely regarded as a reliable edition of the Hebrew and Aramaic scriptures and is the most widely

used original-language edition among scholars. It is a revision of the third edition of the Biblia

Hebraica edited by Rudolf Kittel, the first Bible to be based on the Leningrad Codex. The Leningrad

Codex is the oldest complete Hebrew Bible still preserved. It originally appeared in installments,

from 1968 to 1976, with the first one-volume edition in 1977; it has since been reprinted many times.

The text is a nearly exact copy of the Masoretic Text as recorded in the Leningrad Codex. The

Masoretic notes are completely revised. Included is a foreword in German, English, French, Spanish

and Latin as well as an English and German key to the Latin words, abbreviations and other

symbols in the critical apparatus. Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia (BHS) Compact Edition is identical

in content to the standard edition (including the critical apparatus in Latin and the foreword in

multiple languages); however, its size makes it exceptionally convenient for the student of Hebrew

to carry and use. Its portable size in no way compromises the readability of both text and critical

apparatus, which retains a bold, clear font.
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The AMERICAN BIBLE SOCIETY is an interdenominational, donor- supported, nonprofit ministry

whose mission is to make accurate and affordable translations of the Bible available to everyone.

Founded in New York City in 1816, ABS is dedicated to the purpose of presenting the Bible in



compelling ways, enabling readers to experience life in its fullness through faith in Jesus Christ.

ABS has a number of "firsts" in its record books: the first Bibles in hotels, the first pocket Bibles for

soldiers (during the Civil war), and the first Bibles provided for the U.S. Military in 1817. The Society

extends its outreach internationally through the United Bible Societies (UBS), a fellowship of 126

international Bible societies, and was instrumental in founding this global fellowship in the interest of

greater ministry impact and efficiency. In 1999 alone, more than 63 million copies of the Society's

publications were distributed throughout the United States and the world. The CONTEMPORARY

ENGLISH VERSION was published by the American Bible Society in response to an urgent need

for a translation that would reach those many millions who are not reading the Bible. The goal was a

Bible that is a serious translation-not a paraphrase-that combines historical and scholarly accuracy

with contemporary language that everyone can understand. The result is a Bible that resonates with

all people, wherever they may be in their spiritual journey. At last, a Bible that is easy to read, yet

allows for a deeper connection to the very God who created us. Never before has there been a

Bible that speaks so clearly to the heart and the mind of every reader. --This text refers to an out of

print or unavailable edition of this title.

This is a smaller (7inch, 2Lbs.) BHS, Editio quarta emendata by Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 1990.

Nice tan cover with beautiful cream-color pages and readable smaller font. I purchased this used

copy because it was only $22 and small. Though pre-owned, it was flawless. Shipper UPSed

package, and USPS did final delivery. I was glad to receive it in only five days.Previously, I had

bought the bigger BHS, which. comes with large font, but my backpack filled up rapidly and got

heavier; Having to carry many books, including Kelley's large Biblical Hebrew Grammar, I needed a

smaller BHS with a decent size, readable font, which I could easily carry and read on the go. This

was it.The footnotes are small but I can still read them. The format is clean and clear. I am trully

satisfied.

BHS is a scholarly edition of the Hebrew Bible, also known as the Christian Old Testament. The text

is based on the Leningradis codex. It contains pointed Hebrew text with cantilations, masora parva

with references to masora magna, masora finalis and critical apparatus. The critical apparatus notes

textual variations from all major and significant manuscripts. The introductory chapter has a pretty

good discussion of the text and various editions. It's all very useful and handy, making this edition

the best value in a single package.It is definitely the text of choice for scholars. It's scholarly content

should not detract from student's or a lay reader's experience. The size of the book is standard for



text critical editions like Aland's New Testament, LXX, Vulgata or others. Some folks like large fonts

for their reading, but that should not be a problem either. BHS has pretty decent size font, except of

course for masora parva and the critical apparatus where the fonts are pretty small. But the text

itself is pretty reasonable size and readable. I personally rarely read from the book itself, but copy

the passages I want to study (either 1:1 or sometimes enlarged) and then take notes on the copied

pages. So I would recommend people who need large fonts to do the same. But I would definitely

recommend this edition of the Hebrew Bible to anyone. It's a must.

For students and scholars of the Old Testament and Biblical Hebrew, this book is essential for

furthering one's personal knowledge and understanding. This is the revised Babylonian text of the

Masoretes, considered to be the definitive and one of the more accurate collection of the OT Biblical

texts, complete with accurate vowel pointing as well as various notes and study helps (Though you

will need to know some Greek and Latin to be able fully utilize these). The text is rather easy to read

with moderately sized font. As far as size and weight are considered, it is fairly light and comes in a

small portable size. Now, here is the main catch: The binding appears to be very secure, but it is

actually very prone to fall apart if not taken care of properly. Dropping it is not a good idea and if a

person needs to carry it around in a back pack, make sure that it is placed securely so the spine will

not be rendered crooked by other items in the bag(this will prove fatal for your BHS' cover if these

measure are not properly taken). It is probably better to carry in a small book back or satchel than a

back pack, as my Hebrew professor suggested to me (his fell apart).Aside from that last draw back,

this edition of the Hebrew Bible is a must have for scholars and is an excellent resource for Hebraic

studies.

I'm an old person and the print is so small I had to get a magnifier to read it! Ha! I'm just learning

Hebrew and I wanted a Hebrew Bible. This was recommended as the best one.

Excellent

There may be another Hebrew Bible available than this one, but I am not aware of it; I know that

there is a wide-margin edition that has come out recently, but the font-size remains the same as in

the narrow-margin version I have. The marginalia are in what looks like about 6-point!! Considering

that the diacritical marks for the consonants are already themselves sometimes difficult to identify

without getting the book a half-inch from your face, a magnifying glass would be an excellent



investment when purchasing this book. Other than that criticism, this is a beautiful book and it is a

beautiful thing to be able to read these biblical books in Hebrew.

It's the Bible. Amazing.

It is as advertised...Hebrew Bible for people who can read Hebrew or is studying Hebrew. :}
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